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M. Suzuki [7] discovered a sporadic simple group SUZ of order 
448,345,497,600 = 213 . 3’ . 52 * 7 . 11 . 13 
and showed that SUZ is a primitive transitive extension of degree 1782 of 
the simple group G,(4), the Dickson-Chevalley group of type (G,) over the 
field of four elements. The purpose of this paper is to give a characterization 
of SUZ by the structure of Sylow 2-subgroups. We remark that the Suzuki 
group Suz has already been characterized by the centralizer of a central 
involution by Patterson and Wong [5]. In this paper we prove the following. 
THEORERI. The Suzuki group Sux is the only finite simple group whose 
Sylow 2-subgroups are of Type Suz. 
We begin the proof with a study of the structure of a 2-group of Type Sun. 
To give a description of the structure it is convenient to introduce a large 
number of notations for elements and subgroups of it. Then we use fusion 
analysis to verify that the finite simple group with Sylow 2-subgroups of 
Type SUZ has two conjugacy classes of involutions. Goldschmidt’s theorem 
[I] may then be applied to determine the structure of the centralizer of a 
central involution, which completes the proof. 
Our group-theoretic notation is standard. In particular we signify the 
relation of containment by H C G and reserve H C G for proper containment. 
Also I?,,, denotes the elementary abelian group of order m. For p-group P, 
J(P) denotes the subgroup of P generated by all elementary abelian groups 
of P with maximal p-rank. 
* Present address: Departamento de Matemlitica, Universidade de Brasilia, Brasilia, 
DF., Brasil. 
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I. ON A ~-GROUP OF ?‘YPE SW 
In this section we describe the various miscellaneous properties of a 
2-group 5’ of Type Suz. 
(1) S is generated by involutions xi , x, (0 . i \ 4), t, 2 and v 
satisfying the relations: 
with all remaining commutators of pairs of generators being trivial. For 
convenience wc put 
si <Xi ,yi, (0 :< i ->: 4), z = (t, zj, :1/1 > - s s s s z 0 2 3 4 ) 
J(S) = S,M, B = (x1, v)M, 1- = Z(M) = s,z, II s,s2s31-, 
r1 -= x,t, 02 = Yz”aY34 213 = X&Y& u = x4t, 
a, = x3 , a2 2.: x3x4y4 , a 1 ala2 , 
6, = y1y3 , b, = ?‘1.x3 , b b,b, . 
(2) Z(S) 7 lz‘, &(2(s) = %, S’ = (.x1) S,S,~‘. 
(3) M and B are characteristic subgroups of S. 
(4) (S: j(S)) == 2 and J(S) is of Type G,(4). 
(5) Every elementary abelian subgroups of S of order 2’j is conjugate 
to the groups $,I’, S,S,Z, &I’ in S. 
(6) S contains four normal extra special groups Bi (1 :< i .: 4j of 
order 2’ isomorphic to the central product of three quaternion groups. 
B, =. (vl , u> * (T, t\ * <:rZ , a:$ 
B, =- (a,c,t, u> * (x,,z,, t> x iv,v,ut, av2u> 
B, = (ba,t, u> + <y,,e, t? + ::z?+t, av,u) 
B, -- <ba,z$,t, IL:, x ~‘s,,y,,z~, t\ r <vsut, av,v,ui. 
Also S/Bj (1 1 i -‘. 4) is of Type O,(3). 
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(7) 5’ has automorphismsf, (1 < i < 3) acting trivially on Y such that 
x f&4 f&) f&4 
X0 x0 Yo XOYO 
YO 3’0 “OYO x0 
-2”1 x& Xl x'1 
3'1 YlY3 Yl Yl 
x2 %X4 Y2 X2Y2 
?'2 Y2Y4 *Y2Y2 .x2 
x3 x3z X3Y3 Y3 
3'3 4'3zt x3 X3Y3 
V CT0 ii' V 
In particular Aut(S) acts transitively on the set {B, , B, , B:, , B4}. Put 
B, = V for convenience. 
(8) The representatives of conjugacy classes of involutions of S 
(resp. S = S/Z(S)) and their cardinalities are given in Table I (resp. 
Table III). 
(9) The representatives of Aut(S) (resp. Aut(S) where s = S/Z(S)) 
associated classes of involutions are given in Table II (resp. Table IV). 
(10) ,!? = S/Z(S) contains four normal elementary abelian groups of 
order 2’j and they are B, = V, B, , B3, B4. 
2. LOCALIZATION OF ~-FUSION 
Let G be an arbitrary finite group and P be a fixed Sylow 2-subgroup 
of G. Let H(P) be the set of subgroups H of P satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(1) H = P n Q is a tame Sylow intersection for some Q E Syl,(G) 
(4 C,(H) C H 
(3) HE S~ldO2,,2(~dH)N 
(4) H = P or N,(H)/H is 2-isolated. 
Let F(P) be the set of all pairs (H, R) with HE H(P) and R -= I\i,(H) 
if H :- C,(@(Z(H))), or R = N,(H) n C,(Q,(Z(H))) if HC Cp(Ql(Z(H))). 
Also let F’(P) be the set of pairs (H, C,(H)) where H satisfies (1) but not 
all of (2)-(4). Then F(P) uF’(P) is an inductive family by a lemma of [6]. 
Put N -:= NG(H)/H and T = Qn,(Z(H)) for HE H(P). Suppose H C P. 
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Then by (4) either N,(H)/H has 2-rank 1 or N/O(N) contains a normal 
subgroup of odd index isomorphic to one of the groups: 
JL(2’“) (n ;3 2), c’,(2’“) (n ;’ 2), Sx(22”-1) (a ; , I). 
If NC C,(T), then (2) yields R = l\i;;(H) n C,(T) C C,(Qn,(Z(P))). \Ve 
shall consider the following critical chains of H. Of course some of them 
are nonsense for specified H. 
C, -: {H 3 J(H) 3 j(H)’ 3 1) 
C:, ~~- {HI Z(H) r) [H, H’] r) 1;. 
In the following argument let G be a finite group with a Sylow 2-subgroup S 
of Type Suz. 
PROPOSITION 2. I. The fusion of the subsets of S in G is controlled by 
~v,(.l(S>) u C&(S)). 
We shall prove this proposition by surveying those subgroups N in H(S) 
such that N,(H) $ N&(S)). Thus J(S) g H and H cl C,(x) for some 
involution x E S - 2(](S)) = S - Z by (2). Our argument depends upon 
only the structure of S and hence we can assume that .2* is a representative 
of Aut(S) associated classes of involutions. For such representatives we 
refer to Table II. 
LEMMA 2.2. H is not an elementary abelian group of order 2”. 
Proof. Assume H Y E,, . Then we may assume that H is one of the 
groups S,,j7, S,S,Z, S,I’ by (5) of Section I. Now we have 
H iV,( H) 
sol- (c) S,S, H 
s, S,% S,S,H 
s, I; l(S) 
This is impossible by (4). The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 2.3. (i) H g Cs(xo); 
(ii) H Q Cs(x&), H $ Cs(yI) and NG(Cs(x,t)) C C,(Z(S)); 
(iii) H $ C,(x,) and H $ C,(yl); 
(iv) H $ CJ.qt); 
(v) H g c,y(,zs). 
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Proof. (i) Put C = C,(qJ and assume H C C. Then C’ C Z(C) C H and 
H 4 C. If H = C, then [(x2x3 , y2xay3), H] C H and L,(4) is involved in N. 
This is impossible since 1 # H’C Z(H) and L,(4) acts trivially on T. Thus 
H C C and Lemma 2.2 yields VY n T # G and H ‘v Es2 . As [(yB , t>, K] C 
H, L2(4) is involved in A? On the other hand since C,((y, , t)) = S,,(qt, z), 
we get a contradiction. This proves (i). 
(ii) Put C = C,(x,t) and assume HC C. If H = C, then H” = Z(S) 
and N,(H) c C,(Z(S)). Since [(v, S,), M] C M and (v, S,)M/M is dihedral 
of order 8, H f M by (4). If H C M, then H ‘v Es4 as H = C,(T) which 
contradicts Lemma 2.2. Now H n vM # o and T n r;M f 2 by Lemma 
2.2. (i) yields T N Es. As [(y4, t), H] C H, L,(4) acts trivially on T, a 
contradiction. C,( y4) C C yields (ii). 
(iii) Put C ~ - C,(X,) and assume H S C. If H = C, then x3 stabilizes c 
1, a contradiction. Thus H C C and H ‘V Ee4 which is impossible by 
Lemma 2.2. Similarly H &$ C,(y,). This proves (iii). 
(iv) Put C = CJxit) and assume H C C. Then C = I(C) u w/(C) 
where J(C) = S,SaS,Z. If H = C, then C, is stabilized by xq , a contradic- 
tion. If H c J(C), then H ‘v Ee4 or x4 stabilizes C, , a contradiction. There- 
fore H n r](C) # O. By (ii), (iii) we have vJ(C) n T + ,T and t q! H. 
Now C, is stabilized by t, a contradiction. This proves (iv). 
(v) Put C = C,(v) and assume H C C. If H = C, then t stabilizes 
Cl . Since T n {C,(v) - (q , uz , ‘us, u, v)) = D, we get a contradiction. 
This proves (v). The lemma is proved. 
We have proved Proposition 2.1. 
LEMAIA 2.4. Assume Z*(G) = O(G). Then there exists an element j acting 
on J(S) as an element of order 3 such that: 
0) 
I 
.z+t-,zt 
j sq + .xay* + y4 
t x1s3z + x1y1s3z + y,J’,z; 
(ii) j acts trivially on om’y one of the groups S,Y/ I’, &Y/Y, S,Y/ Y and 
[j, S,Z] L S,Z. 
Proof. As Z*(G) = O(G), P ro OSI ion 2.1 yields Aro(J(S))/C,(Z) n p .t’ 
N,(J(S)) Y Z; Let j be an element of N,(J(S)) - C,(Z) n N&J(S)) such 
that j3 E C,(Z) n N&J(S)). Then we may assume j: z + t + zt. Since 
Sal- and S,Y are the only two normal elementary abelian subgroups of 
order 2” in j(S), j normalizes both of them. It is [j, M] C 32 and M contains 
six elementary abelian groups of order 2 6. Thus j normalizes at least three 
of them and conjugating j by an element of S, if necessary, we may suppose 
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, 7 7 7 [J, S”IT] c sol-. [S,l ) SJ-] =~ s, y ields [j, S,] C S, It follows from 
[S,Y, S,Y] = <x,z,y,zt) that j: x4 ---f x4y4 ---f y., . Since [j, D] C D and 
D contains ten elementary abelian groups of order 26, conjugating j again 
by an element of S, if necessary, we may also assume [j, S,SaZ] i: S,&Z. 
As S,S,Z n &I’ = SJ, [j, S,Z] C SJ. [S’, , S,] = 2 implies that j: 
x,&Z 3 x,y,S,Z ---F yrS,Z. Since [x0 , x1] =r x2x3x4, j acts trivially on 
only one of the groups S’,Yj 1’ (i =- 0,2, 3). The lemma is proved. 
Remark. In Section 3 we will show that j: s,Z -+ xry,Z -+ or%. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Put c == c,(Z(S))jZ(S) and S =- S/Z(S). Then the 
fusion of the subsets of s in c is controlled by LVc(J(S)) v C&Z(S)). 
Let II E H(S) and put 7; ~= Q,(Z(H)), ;\’ X(Jf)/H. As Z(S) / 7’ WC 
may assume H == Cs(T). If HI J(S), then iV,+(R) c‘ JV&J(S)). Thus 
HP J(S) and If C: C~(X) f or some involution 5 E S - Z(J(S)) s -~ Q’ 27, i \j. 
As in the proof of Proposition 2.1 we may suppose that x is the representative 
of Aut(S) associated classes of involutions. For such representatives we refer 
to Table I\-. 
Proof. For s ~-= zll or c~‘rz‘~ we have [Ei, H’] 2 <\t> = Z(S) and for 
x = 6z or N we have w” -mm (il. ‘Thus lVc(E7) C C&Z(S)). The lemma is 
proved. 
LEMMA 2.8. (i) H g C;.(X,); 
(ii) HI C,(v) ~~ Cs(+Xi); 
(iii) R $ Cs(x) for x E {a, , 6, , b,ul , izlb,gz). 
Proof. (i) Put L Cam and assume H CL. It follows that [Q ,L] 
‘:U : == L’ C Z(L) r H (1 L. Since L,(8) is not involved in N, 1 l? ! 2” 
and hence H’ = (u>. Thus C, is stabilized by Ed, a contradiction. This 
proves (i). 
(ii) Put L -~ C’S(V) and assume H C L. It follows that [u,L] 
(u, t> 2 Z(L) C i?. Since C’s cannot be stabilized by a, ir CL. Bv (i) T C r 
and so gz V. Since Siv is of Type O,(3), H3 v and then If k’.F”) t;;, 
( yo) P or (xg~,Ji7 Now T ry Et, and T r\ g’ ‘v E4 . Therefore L.,(4) 
acts trivially on T, a contradiction. This proves (ii). 
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(iii) Put L = Cs(.%) and assume H CL. Since L’ C Z(L) C n, g <3 i. 
Also [u, L] = [~a ,J?] = (t) C i7 and then (L : Ef) < 2. Now R’ = (t) 
and C, is stabilized by u or fla , a contradiction. This proves (iii). The lemma 
is proved. 
LEMMA 2.9. (i) f7 @ Cs(~i); 
(ii) H p Cs(??i?Q; 
(iii) R $X Cg(V,); 
(iv) H @ Cf(a). 
Proof. (i) Put z = C~(Z~~) and assume RCL. As L = (6,) CE(U), 
Lemma 2.8 yields u E f7 and [a; L] = (u,tjcH.IfTc8,theni-~H3V. 
Since L,(8) is not involved in N, z D R yields (z : f7) = 2 and / T 1 = 24. 
This is impossible since L,(4) acts trivially on T. Thus T $ B and it follows 
from Lemma 2.8 that T r\ gr # o for some g E {a; , b, ba;}. In all cases - 
T n ccls( g) # @ for some g E {sr , 6, @}. This contradicts Lemma 2.8. 
This proves (i). 
(ii) Put L == C~(U~V,) and assume HCE. It is i = (~~6~) CL(U) 
and UE B by Lemma 2.8. Thus [a, i7] C (Al, t) C W and L,(4) is involved 
in N. If z 3 H 1 v I L’, then (E : i7) = 2 and I T j = 24. This is impossible 
as L,(4) acts trivially on T. Now Te r and T n gr # “i for some 
,9~ (6, a;, , g@}. This is also impossible since T n CC~,~(Z) + 5 for some 
.? E {6, s1 , Z&J}. This proves (ii). 
(iii) Put ~5 = Cs(@a) and assume RCi. By now we have proved that 
R contains (tia , V3 , U, t} and then T C C~((V, , Z; , U, t>) = V(z). Suppose 
~ ~- H 2 r/. Then we have T = (& , @a, U, t>, (v; , U, t) or (va , vau, i) and 
hence w = v(g), v(a, b, 7”) or r<a, a;6,) respectively. They are clearly 
impossible. Suppose R$ r. Th en T 3 5 or &?a and hence H C C,((Z, Q)) --= 
<q, ) ‘i , I, i, 5, b, yO , a16,) or R C Cs((z?& , Q) = B,(s , a;&). Assume 
pc Cs((5, Q)) = 1. It follows that Z(j) = (a, t, ~a) and 1’ = (u) x 
(izl%Q e z, x z, . Since [fli , I] = (t, QU) C Q,(p) Z(r) and Q,(p) -= 
(U; t), 13 Q,(p) Z(r) 3 Q1(2,(1’) 3 1 is stabilized by V; , a contradiction. Thus 
RC 1. Since T C (?& , Va , ii, t, a>, T contains ?& , ii or ii~a If ??a , Al E T, 
then H = <V,, Qa, U; t, U\ and [(??r , V; a;), g] C H, a contradiction. If 
Va E T, then H = (??a , va , U, t, a; z16,) and [{v; , Q, H] C R. As T n H’ I 
(t), L,(4) acts trivially on T which is impossible. If UE T, then R = 
(82 , Q , 2, t, Cr, 6,ya). AS [(fli , V>, H] CR and H’ = (t, u), we get a 
contradiction. Finally assume H C &(?~a , &&). Since an automorphism of S 
maps &<~a, S&a) onto V(a, b,), we may assume E7 C V(a, 6,) = J. 
Clearly R 3 r and then R C Cj(a) or R C Cj(zc3). If H = Cj(a), then 5i 
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stabilizes C, Thus H N E,, in all cases. This is impossible since L,(8) 
acts trivially on li ==: H. This proves (iii). 
(iv) Put L == Cs(a) and assume H C L. By now we have proved ii E 7 
and H =: C,((~t, 5, u)) ilJ (1 s. Since S/M IS dihedral of order 8, we 
get a contradiction. This proves (iv). The lemma is proved. 
Now Proposition 2.6 follows from Lemmas 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9. 
THEOREM 2.10. Put C =~= C,,(Z(S)). Th en the fusion of the subsets of S 
in G is controlled by lVG(J(S)) u IV,.(B) u C,(Z). 
Proof. The result follows from Propositions 2.1 and 2.6. 
COROLLARY 2.11. If I’ (resp. Z) is not strongly closed in S with respect 
to G, then some element in S - Y (req. S ~ Z) is fused into I- (resp. Z) 
by an element of C,(Z) (resp. N,(B)). 
Proof. As Z,(J(S)) = 52,(E) = 1; IV&(S)) u iV@) g LYG( I-). Also 
since Z(J(S)) : Z, N,(J(S)) u C,(Z) CAT<;(Z). Now the result follows 
from Theorem 2.10. 
3. FUSION PATTERN FOR INVOLUTIONS 
Let G be a finite simple group with a Sylow 2-subgroup S of Type SW. 
Then by Goldschmidt [I] we may assume that every nontrivial abelian 
subgroup of S is not strongly closed in S with respect to G. 
IX70tation. C C,(Z(S)), N = N,;(Z), I = C,(Z). 
Thus I is a group with a Sylow 2-subgroup j(S) == I r\ S of Type G,(4) 
and finite groups with Sylow 2-subgroups of Type G,(2n) have been studied 
by Mason [4]. 
LEMMA 3. I. (i) The group iV,(M) is solvable 2-length I. 
(ii) Put 1 -= I/O(I). Then D <I 1, O’(r)/D ‘v L,(4) and O’(1) splits 
oz’er D. 
Proof. (i) By Mason [4] N,(M)/MO(N,(M)) is a T.I-group or :V,(k’) is 
solvable 2-length 1. Since Z(M) =- IT, Z C Z(1) and [S, , Y] : Z, the former 
cannot happen. This proves (i). 
(ii) Again by Mason [4] I = N,(D) O(I) and N,(D) is solvable 2-length 
1 or :V,(D)/DO(N,(D)) is a T.I-group. Now the result follows from Corollary 
2.1 1. The lemma is proved. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Put Eli = iiT/O(N) and O’(I) = LD, L N L,(4), L n D = I. 
Let k, @ be elements in e satisfying relations: 
Then we can assume without loss of genera&v that 
6) %J(V - YJW - “oYoJ(S)‘, 
k xJ - y,Z - xny&-, 
x,2 3 XyyJ 3 v,z, 
[k, (v) S,Y] = I; 
(ii) Y’l’ = S,Z and (S,Z)lr == S,Z; 
(iii) [(rt, rc)), V] _C V; 
(iv) V is strongly closed in S with respect to C. 
Proof. (i), (ii) Let j be the element in Lemma 2.4. Then :\; = (e,i)I. 
il F S,] = I, (v) O’(i)/B _N Z, x L,(4) and so [k, ED] _C ~5iJ for some 
- 
Conjugating k by an element of S if necessary, we can assume 
[k, 8:]‘- 1 and hence [k, 61 = I by (7) of S ec Ion 1. Since k acts irreducibly t’ 
on J(S)/0 we may also suppose k: %,,D -tyOD - %,,g,i). Since k acts on 
I(S) as an element of odd order, k normalizes S,Y for i = 2,3. As [v, S,] = I, 
we may suppose further more [k, S,S,Z] C S,S,Z and [k, S,Z] C S,Z. It is 
I = [?r , ~~1’ == [?r’, ~~‘1 and (x,x,x,)~ = [&, , x,]~ = [ y,,~, .?r’] for some 
1% E M. Thus we have the following table, which is self-explanatory. 
[k, Z] = 1 yields [k, Y] = I. Let LV be a four group in J(S) satisfying ~-- --- 
WS,Z = S,S,Z and j Ca( @)I = 26. Then considering modulo Z, TV G S, , 
-- - 
(%rh%3 , )ry3), (~~7~ , y1x3 y3) or (x1x3y3 , yrx,?). Now k normalizes one of 
WZ. On the other hand [@, C,(k)] C Cn(k) and Y” = y imply [k, Sr Y] = I. -- 
Corollary 2.11 yields S,Z n s4’ f 1. As [S, , S,] == Z, (S,Z)? = S,Z. 
Since k normalizes C&S,) = S,S,Z, it follows that [k, S,Z] C S,Z and 
--it -- [k, D] == S,S,Z. Therefore we have (SaZ) = S,Z or S,Z. Since a inverts k 
and k normalizes SiZ (i = 2,3), we have (S,Z)“’ = S,Z by the action of ,$ 
on SiZ (i = 2, 3). This proves (i) and (ii). 
481/40/1-16 
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(iii) Since [(A, w), (v)U] C (c)D and 1/ is the unique extra special 
group of order 2’ isomorphic to the central product of three quaternion 
groups in ,<@)D, [(k, a), 81 C F/. This proves (iii). 
(iv) The group B contains exactly four extra special groups of order 2’ 
isomorphic to the central product of three quaternion groups. Since all of 
them are normal in S and [k, V] (7 b’as above, Are-(B) C NJ b). As [w, V] C I7 
(iv) follows from Theorem 2.10. This proves (iv). The lemma is proved. 
hoof. This follows from Corollary 2.5 and Lemma 3.2. 
LEnrbl.4 3.4. N&V)/ VO(N& L)) Y O,(3). 
Proof. Put C = C,(Z(S))/Z(S), s = S/Z(S) and fi == Nc( v)/C& a) C 
G1,(6,2). VVe consider I/T as a vector space over GF(2). Denote I4 the identity 
matrix of degree 4. With respect to the basis (8r , 4, 2~~ , ii, t‘, V) for i; 
011111 
000001 
Put I, :-= GL(6, 2). Th en direct computations show that 
j CL(d& -= ; c&q,, =-~ 32, 
~ C,((d,, ci~))!z’ ~_ C,((~2,, ~~,>)i?’ I C,((~“, ci;)l,’ _ 1. 
Let r?- be a subgroup of ,v of odd order normalized by 3. Then we have 
1 I? ;: / C(rZ,) n R j? ! C(6) n rl- ). Since c<&, f5,‘) acts on C(5,) n R, 
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1 C(cZ,) n i? 1 = 1 C((Z, , &)) n R j2 j C((~Z, , 5,)) n x / = 1 as above. Thus 
R = C(Z) n R. Since (2, , ZO) normalizes R, 1 C((Z, , a)) n R I2 = 
I i? I = 1. By now we have obtained the following properties of fl: 
(i) lv has Sylow 2-subgroups of Type O,(3) and 2-signalizers of fl 
are trivial. 
(ii) 1 R / is a factor of / GL(6, 2)i z-z 215 34 . 5 . 72 . 31. 
(iii) As ZZ is in m by Lemma 3.2, &’ is not 2-closed. 
(iv) Since Z(B) = (5, t), Corollary 2.11 implies that NC(B) con- 
tains an element p such that p: t + u + iii. It follows that iv&.(B) = 
G y,XW@) n G4W))l. S’ mce k is in NC(B) n Cc(Z(B)), / J%’ 1 is divisible 
by 3”. 
(v) For the representatives of the conjugacy classes of involutions in 3 
[Z, ) V] = (G2V3 ) t>, [& , Tq = (q53, i), [b, r+] = (&, t>, 
[dJ, Y] = (V3 ) t>, [Z” ) F] = (u2iJ3 ) U), E” , VI = <vz , 3, 
[“WG , VI = (S , 9, [ii, Tq = (U, t>, [@, ) V] =: (;ii17;2u, t>, 
and hence noting the preimages of these groups in S, m has not involution 
fusion pattern of A,. Namely N qk A, and A,. 
Now by a theorem of [3], m N PS,(4,3) = O,(3). The lemma is proved. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let G be a j%ite simple group with a Sylow 2-subgroup S 
of Type Suz. Then the fusion pattern for involutions of S in G under a suitable 
renaming of generators, if necessary, is the following: 
x2 NY2 - XzY2 - x1x3 - XlY3 - W3Y3 "YlX3 "YlY3 -YlxsYs 
Proof. Put m = Nc(v)/vO(N&8)) as in Lemma 3.4. Also we put 
&l = (391, &@,) and g2 = (PO&i , &,,). Then (&, , &,) = $r * &% . 
Since N _N O,(3), we have an element [of order 3 in m such that [[, &] = 1 
and [[, Q2] = & . Th us we can assume 4: ~O&l + k0 + go$@, . Since 
3, J,, = (&&,)( y&Q and d, = (&ZIZO)(dZ,), [: Z0 y,, + d, . It follows that 
[ ~G(%Y~ = (53, ii, t, v) ---f Cp(d,) = (w1w2 ) v2w3, u, t>, 
([3,$) , V] = (v, ) ii) 3 [n, ) V] = (v,v,zl, t>. 
Considering the preimages of elements of C,(&J and [Z2, a], we obtain 
u N z and v N q N z. As 2?, lies in fl, all involutions in Z’ - (z) are con- 
jugate under the action of N,-(V). Also ~-l(%Oy,)~ is in the coset 2z(~1ea , 
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B$7j3 ) u, i> and all involutions in a2(vu1~:! , V~Q, u, tj are conjugate to .Q . 
Therefore .r,y, - x2 . Since c-l(E,,y,ir)$ 1 ies also in this coset we have 
xoyov - xa as well. N N O,(3) yields d, - Jr - 6 - ~,a N 5s - J’,, - ~~~~ 
and d - ci& in fl. Thus we have proved that G cannot have more than 
two conjugacy classes of involutions. Put fi == No(Z)/O(Aro(Z)). Letj be an 
clement of N&(S)) in Lemma 2.4. Then j is in m and [j, B] C B. Also i 
fixes an clement in the coset LB. C,(J) = s,f yields [j, s,p] C &I?. 
Now by Lemma 2.4 j: x,2 + xlylZ --z yr.Z. By Theorem 2.10 we have 
proved that G has two conjugacy classes of involutions. The proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 3.6. The fusion of elements of V in N&V) is the following: 
Ii -c t - z’,f - 5, v,t ,- ii:! - 27) - V.,V~ - v,v, - vF2 
Proof. Straightforward. 
4. C~TKALI~ERS 0F IPIV~LCII~N~ 
In this section we determine the structures of centralizers of involutions. 
12iotatiolz. c C,(Z(S)), J = C,(xl.x,). 
LERIM.~ 4.1. c D k-o(c) and C/P-O(C) c- O,(3). 
Proof. Put c = C/Z(S) O(C). It f I1 o ows from Lemma 3.2 that v is a 
strongly closed abelian 2-subgroup in S and by Goldschmidt [I] v 2: 
O,(P”) Q,(T) for some 7i E Syl,( i7’) containing I’. If O?( v”) ~4 1, then 
IT O,( ti”) Q C by Corollary 3.6. Assume O,( r”) I. Then V = Q,(T). 
Put K 7 r’. Suppose that K has a simple normal subgroup having abelian 
Sylow 2-subgroups and let 2 be the product of all such subgroups. Then 
x <I C and Corollary 3.6 yields K = A. Since I’ is a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of K, C ~ -Vc( v)K and C/K ‘v N,-.( v)/l\i~( r). This contradicts Lemma 3.4. 
Now each component of K is isomorphic to SX(~“~~ +I) or C,(2*“) for some 
- -_ 
appropriate n. As , S ; ~== 2iA and S/V IS of Type O,(3) we get a contradiction 
again. Lemma 3.4 yields our result. The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 4.2. Put j -- J/O(J). Then we have 
j _ $j,.C, ) jQ,/b :i E}$.G”> 
,t C PGL(3,4) and L<6i,> c PGL*(3,4), 
where PGL”(3,4) denotes the extension of PGL(3, 4) by the product of transpose- 
inverse map and field automorphism of GF(4). 
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Proof. Put J = J/( x1x3) O(J), p0 = (%$a&~~ , & y2 pa y4) s,z and 
P = < r1 y3) x 1”,(@~,,). Then pa is of TypeLa(4) and pa(~Q is of Type J2 , 
the Janko group. Also P is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 1 by Theorem 3.5 and 
Table I. Lemma 2.4 and Theorem 3.5 yield P n J’ > pa . The representatives 
of the conjugacy classes of involutions in P and the centralizers of them 
in P are given in the following: 
2, YlY3 7 YlY35 P 
f, YlY3t 2, x Type L,(4) 
vxo Y ~~OYlY3 zz x z, x Q, 
otherwise E32 
Note that all involutions in PO are central by Theorem 3.5. Suppose that 
FX~ is fused into ( rl ~a) x p,, in /. Then we may assume that there exists 
an element CE / satisfying ~-‘(@z~)R = y1y3 or &y3t and C,(v~,)p C 
C’,( ~~7~) or C,( j~,y,t). As C~(U%~)’ = (z), g-l%g~ (2, t). By Lemma 2.4 
and the proof of Theorem 3.5 we can assume [z, g] = 1. But this is impossible 
by Lemma 4.1 and the structure of O,(3). As P n 1’ 2 PO , applications 
of transfer imply that J has a normal subgroup of index 4 containing PO 
as a Sylow 2-subgroup. Let L Q 1 such that (/ : L) = 4. Thus z has Sylow 
2-subgroups of Type L,(4) and E(@so) has those of Type J2. By a theorem 
of [2], L\‘vx,) C PGL*(3,4) and L ,C PGL(3,4). The well known Gaschiitz’s 
theorem yields our lemma. The lemma is proved. 
Remark. If G ‘v SUZ, then x ‘v L,(4) and L(&Z,,) ‘v L,*(4). But in order 
to prove our theorem we do not need the precise structure of 1. 
5. FINAL CHARACTERIZATION 
LEMMA 5.1. 0 is a S,Y-signalizer functor. 
Proof. Put A = S,Y and let a, b be involutions in A. Then O(C,(a)) n 
C,(b) is an A-invariant subgroup of C,(b) of odd order. If b is a noncentral 
involution, then Lemma 4.2 yields O(C,(a)) n C,(b) C O(C,(D)). Suppose b 
is a central involution. Lemmas 3.4 and 4.1 yields 1 O,,,,(C,(b)) n A i ,< 2” 
and all involutions in O,,,z(CG(b)) n A are central. It follows from the 
structure of O,(3) that O(C,(a)) n C,(b) C O(C,(b)). The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 5.2. O(C,(x)) = I for all involutions x. 
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Proof This follows from well known signalizcr functor arguments. 
By now we have proved the following: 
THEOREM 5.3. Let G be a finite simple group with a Sylow 2-subgroup S 
of Type Suz. Put H =-: C,(Z(S)). Then 
(9 OdW e Qs * Qs * 0, ; 
(ii) H/O,(H) ‘v O,(3). 
Theorem 5.3 together with the work of [.5] implies our main theorem. 
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